Introduction
To state our results we consider a Hamiltonian H : R x Rk x Rk ~ R, (t, q, p) H H (t, q, p [Li, Theorem 15.1] and the comments after Theorem 3.3 below.
We will also prove some compactness theorems that do not seem to have been noticed in that full generality. For [PR] .
It is crucial for the proofs that we can use the dual formalism of the La- 
Convex and superlinear Lagrangians
We will consider a fixed smooth manifold M. We will denote a point in its tangent space T M by (q, v ) with q E M and v ~ TqM, the space of vectors tangent to M at the point q. The map 1f : TM ~ M is the canonical projection (q, v) ~ q. We will denote a point in the cotangent space T* M by (q, p) with p E Tq M, so p is a linear form on the vector space Tq M. The map 03C0* : TM* ~ M is the canonical projection (q, p) ~ q.
It is convenient to introduce the Liouville form a on T*M. This is a differential 1-form. Thus for a given (q, p) E T*M we must define a linear map Q:(x,p) : T(q,p)(T*M) ~ R. To define it let us notice that if «q,p),(Q,P)) E T(q,p) T* M, then T03C0*((q,p),(Q,P)) = (q, Q) E TM, and thus the expression p(Q) makes sense, since it is the evaluation of the linear form p : TXM -R on the vector Q E TxM. We then set It is not difficult to see that this defines a differential 1-form Q on the T* M manifold. If U is an open subset of M and 03B8 : U ~ Rk is a coordinate chart, we can consider the associated coordinate chart T*03B8 : T*U ~ Rk x Rk on T*M. If we denote by (q1,..., qk,p1,..., Pk) the canonical coordinates on Rk x Rk, we see that
The canonical symplectic form on T*M is 0 = -da. In the coordinate charts of the type T*9 introduced above we have It will also be convenient to have some fixed Riemannian metric on M.
For a tangent vector (q, v) E TM, we will denote the length of the tangent vector for the Riemannian by ~v~.
We will consider a Lagrangian L : R x TM ~ R that satisfies the following three conditions: Proof. -Since the Legendre transform is a global diffeomorphism f-R x TM ~ R x T*M, there is a constant B such that sup{~~u ~q(t,q)~| (t, q) E K} A implies sup{~gradLu(t,q)~ (t, q) E K} B. The set {(t,q,v) E R x TM 1 (t, q) E K,~v~ B 1 is compact, hence, there exists 60 such that F(s, t, q, v) is defined on {(s,t,q,v) E R x TM 1 (t, q) E K, v~ B, |s -t| col and (s,F(s,t,q,v)) E U for all such (s,t,q,v) . In particular, the solution of gradL u at the point (t, q) E K will be defined on the interval [t-~0, t+~0] Proof. Obviously ~ is differentiable at every point x E B(a, r) with D~(x) = ~x.
Let x E B(a,r) and à = (r -~x~)/2. If h, k E E both have norms 03B4 then x + h, x + k, x + h + k are all in B (a, r). We [Es] and [Kn] , and notice the strong similarity of our proof of Theorem 3.1 and their proofs for Busemann functions). [Be] .
Since we will be mostly using the geometric framework, we will recall the geometric setting of the method of characteristics. This will fix the notations and (we hope!) will help the more analytically minded (or trained) reader to follow our arguments which are clearly well-known to the geometrically minded reader (who may skip most of it).
We introduce the (time-independent) flow 03A6s on R x T* M defined by The (time-independent) h(B(x0, r) ), then for n large enough the inverse of the map hn = Id + ~n is defined on K and the sequence of inverses h-1n converges uniformly on K to h-'. In fact, we have for each n such that hn (B(x0, r) Proof. 2013 We first need to work locally. Rather than introducing coordinates charts, we will assume as usual that M is an open subset of Rk, and we will work in the canonical coordinates of Rk and T*Rk = Rk x (Rk)*, where (Rk)* is the dual space of Iaek. We fix some x E V and choose r &#x3E; 0 such that B(x, 2r) C V. We will call K a Lipschitz constant for the map x H dxuo E (Rk)* , on the compact set B(x, 2r). Using an approximation by convolution we can find a sequence Vô of COQ functions all defined on a neighborhood of B(x, r), and such that 1) the sequence Va converges uniformly to uo on B(x,r) ; 2) the sequence of derivatives dvô converges uniformly to duo on B(x, r); 3) For each n, the map y H dyva has a Lipschitz constant on B(x, r) which is K; -508 -The first two properties imply that there exists some constant A such that for each n and each y E B(x,r) we have ~dyvn0~ A, and alsõ dyu0~ A. We can find some t &#x3E; 0 such that the map (s, y, v) 03A6s(0, y, v) = (s, ~*s(y,p)) is defined on a neighborhood of [-~, e] x B(x, r) x {p E (Iaek)* | Ilpll A}. Since thé map (s, y, p) ~ ~*s(y,p) is e2 and *0(y,p) = (y,p), we can write ~*s(y,p) = (y,p)+s03B8(s, y, p) with 9 of class C1. In particular, the map 03B8 is Lipschitz on the compact set [-6, 6] In fact, we have h(s, y) = (s, y + s03B8(s,y,dyu0)), and hn (s, y) = ( s, y + s03B8(s,y,dyvn)). For s fixed, the maps y ~ s03B8(s,y,dyu0) and y ~ s03B8 (s, y, dyvn) [La, have u(03B3(s)) = s (resp. u(03B3(s)) = -s), and that 03B3(0) is a unit vector orthogonal to Tq,N and pointing toward O+ (resp. O_). Differentiating u(q(s)) = s (resp. u(03B3(s)) = -s), at s = dN (q), we see that dqu(03B3(dN(q)) = 1 (resp. dqu(03B3(dN(q)) = -1. Since both ~03B3(dN(q))~ 1 and ~dqu~ 1, we must have that lldqUI1 = 1, and -03B3(dN(q)) (resp. -03B3 (dN(q) 
